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BLACK SCREEN

Non-diegetic, muffled sound of breathing. 

FADES TO

INT. BATHROOM - AFTERNOON

LEO in the bath, under water with his eyes closed. Diegetic 
Muffled breathing and a loud high pitched sound, both sounds 
gradually getting louder. LEO opens his eyes and struggles 
to get up, finally gasping out of the water. Sound stops 
suddenly. LEO sitting up, breathing heavily and scraping his 
hair back. LEO gets out of the bath, wrapping the towel 
around him, chest down. LEO picks up his clothes off the 
floor and unlocks the door. 

INT. LEO'S BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATER

LEO picks up some boxers and skinny jeans and slides them 
onto his legs, catching a glimpse of himself in the mirror. 
He slowly walks up to the mirror, seeing his reflection. 
Looking disappointed, he tugs at his short hair, pulls back 
his cheeks, grabs his body in different places to see what 
he would look like with a small waist. Finally he grabs his 
non-existent breasts where he then suddenly stops and sinks 
to the floor, placing his head in his hands. Slowly LEO 
looks up, clearly with a thought in his head.

CUT TO:

INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER

LEO's head peaking through the door, peering round.

LEO
(Shouting)

Mum? Eddie? Anyone here?

Realising no-ones in, he slaps the door and creeps out of 
his room and sneaks into his mum's room. Happy, upbeat music 
fades in.

INT. MUM'S BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATER

LEO frantically searches through her drawers, finding his 
mum's underwear drawer, slowly pulling out a bra, bringing 
it up to eye level by the strap. Shutting the drawer, LEO 
catches her makeup on her dressing table in the corner of 
his eyes, and grabs the bag quickly. 
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CUT TO:

INT. LEO'S BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATER

LEO grabs the bra from the pile of female things: bra, 
tissues, makeup, hair brush. LEO looks at his reflection in 
the mirror, putting the bra on and stuffing it with tissues. 
LEO then turns to see every side of his body in the mirror. 
LEO searches through his wardrobe, finding a plain white 
top. LEO puts the top on. LEO sits down in front of the 
mirror with the makeup bag by his crossed legs, trying to 
workout what they're all used for. Montage of LEO putting 
natural makeup on (Concealer, eyebrows, eyeshadow, 
powder,highlighter, mascara, lips). LEO open the jar for 
LEO's hair gel and rubs it on LEO's hands, scraping the hair 
back. Finally, LEO looks in the mirror and slightly smiles, 
grabbing a denim jacket from the edge of his bed and putting 
it on.

INT. DOWNSTAIRS HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER

CUT TO:

LEO walks down the stairs. The hallway and stairs are tidy, 
apart from a couple of shoes near the door. LEO picks up 
LEOs shoes and laces them up. LEO then stands up and 
straightens out LEO's top, brushing LEO's self down trying 
to make themselves look neat. Taking a deep breathe, LEO 
then opens the door.

EXT. OUTSIDE HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

CUT TO:

LEO locks the door. Staring at the door, LEO stands up 
straight and takes a deep breathe, closing LEO's eyes. 
Finally, LEO turns around and walks away happily.


